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Abstract
Over the last decade, the apparent increase in placebo responses in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of neuropathic pain
have complicated and potentially limited development and availability of new effective pain medication. Placebo analgesia and
nocebo hyperalgesia effects are well described in nociceptive and idiopathic pain conditions, but less is known about the
magnitude and mechanisms of placebo and nocebo effects in neuropathic pain. In neuropathic pain, placebo treatments have
primarily been used as control conditions for active agents under investigation in RCTs and these placebo responses are
typically not controlled for the natural history of pain and other confounding factors. Recently, mechanistic studies that control
for the natural history of pain have investigated placebo and nocebo effects in neuropathic pain in their own right. Large placebo
analgesia but no nocebo hyperalgesic effects have been found, and the underlying mechanisms are beginning to be elucidated.
Here we review placebo and nocebo effects and the underlying mechanisms in neuropathic pain and compare them with those
of nociceptive and idiopathic pain. This allows for a novel discussion on how knowledge of psychological, neurobiological, and
genetic factors underlying well-controlled placebo effects may help improve the information that can be obtained from and
potentially restore the utility of RCTs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Most placebo analgesia and nocebo hyperalgesia studies have
been carried out in healthy volunteers exposed to experimental
pain stimuli1–4 or in patients suffering from acute postoperative
pain,5–8 both of which describe pain arising from direct
activation of nociceptors, ie, nociceptive pain.9 Although
a few studies of placebo and nocebo effects have been carried
out in patients with chronic pain,10–15 these studies have
primarily involved patients with irritable bowel syndrome where
the underlying pathophysiology is unclear (eg, Refs. 16,17), ie,
idiopathic pain.18,19 Hence, although placebo and nocebo
effects are well-described in nociceptive and idiopathic pain, it
is unknown to what extent the findings apply to neuropathic
pain where pain arises as a direct consequence of a lesion or
disease affecting the somatosensory system.20 In neuropathic
pain, placebos have primarily been used as controls for active
medications under study in randomized controlled trials (RCTs;
see eg, references in Ref. 21). In these trials, the natural history

of the pain is not controlled for and therefore it is difficult to
deduce whether the response following placebo administration
is due to placebo factors or bias.

During the last decade, themagnitude of the placebo response
seems to have increased in nociceptive and neuropathic RCTs,22

thereby making it difficult to show an effect of supposedly new
active medication over placebo and even get approval of
medications previously approved.23 Several attempts have been
made to overcome this problem, such as eliminating placebo
responders via enriched design or placebo run in phases, but in
general, they have not been successful.24 Knowledge of un-
derlying placebo mechanisms may help improve the information
that can be obtained from RCTs.24–26

This is, to our knowledge, the first article to review the
emerging literature on well-controlled placebo and nocebo
effects in neuropathic pain and to compare the findings with
knowledge of placebo and nocebo effects in nociceptive and
idiopathic pain. Furthermore, we discuss how the knowledge of
psychological, neurobiological, and genetic mechanisms un-
derlying placebo and nocebo effects may help improve the
information that can be obtained from RCTs and potentially
improve development of pain medication and optimize treat-
ment in clinical practice.

1.2. Definitions

As pain levels fluctuate over time, it is important to differentiate
between the natural history of the pain (Fig. 1A), the placebo
response (Fig. 1B), and the placebo effect (Fig. 1C).27 Despite
several attempts to create consensus definitions, the terms
placebo response and placebo effect are used interchangeably
in the literature.26 Placebos are inactive agents, such as sugar
pills or saline injections. In clinical trials, where the aim is to
use placebo treatment as a control condition for the active
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medication under study, the placebo response refers to the
change in a symptom following administration of an inert
placebo agent.27 The placebo response is typically not
compared to the effect of a no-treatment control arm, and
therefore, the response to the placebo treatment cannot be
separated from confounding factors such as changes in the
natural history of pain.27,28

In placebomechanistic studies, however, where the purpose
is to investigate the mechanisms underlying placebo effects,
the placebo effect is generally calculated as the “measured
difference in pain across an untreated and a placebo-treated
group or across an untreated and placebo treated condition
within the same group (as in cross over studies).”4,29 Thus, the
natural history of pain and other confounding factors are
controlled for in the estimate of the placebo effect, which thus
conveys changes in pain due to the placebo intervention27,28

(Fig. 1C).
Conceptually, the placebo effect has been related to the

social context28 and meaning associated with the treatment.30

More specifically, the placebo effect is derived from the
participants’ perception and experience of receiving a pain-
reducing treatment, ie, seeing, smelling, and hearing verbal
information about the treatment as well as the integration of this
sensory information with memories of previous experiences
and current expectations.26,29

The term nocebo effect was originally coined to describe
the negative side effects of a placebo treatment and the term
may still be used in that manner.31–33 However, today the
nocebo effect is primarily conceptualized as an independent
phenomenon that mirrors the placebo effect.28,34 Accord-
ingly, the nocebo effect is seen as the effect that follows the
administration of an inert treatment along with behavioral
procedures and/or verbal suggestions that tend to worsen
symptoms. When patients expect to feel worse, they
eventually tend to do so.34

It is important to be aware that the perception of receiving
a treatment does not only contribute to the efficacy of inert
treatments but also to the efficacy of active treatment.13,28 Thus,
more recently, the placebo andnocebocomponent of a treatment
has also been investigated in relation to placebo or nocebo-like

effects where an active pain medication is given without the
patients’ knowledge (hidden) to test the pharmacological effect of
the drug or in full view of the patients (open) to test the
pharmacological effect plus the placebo effect.1,5,8

2. Magnitude and mechanisms of placebo and
nocebo effects

2.1. The magnitude of placebo and nocebo effects

2.1.1. Placebo effects

The magnitude of well-controlled placebo analgesia effects has
been shown to be highly variable.29,35,36 Yet, in placebo
mechanism studies, the average placebo analgesia effect in
nociceptive and idiopathic pain conditions is large as indicated by
a Cohen’s d above 0.8.29,36 Numerous studies have tested
uncontrolled placebo responses in RCTs of neuropathic pain (see
eg, references in Ref. 21), but, to our knowledge, only 2 studies
have directly investigated well-controlled placebo effects in
neuropathic pain.37,38

Petersen et al.37,38 exposed patients who had developed
chronic neuropathic pain following thoracotomy to a placebo
manipulation by an open vs hidden administration of lidocaine
and a natural history no-treatment control. Outcomes were
evaluated using quantitative sensory testing in an area close to
the surgery site. In the studies, patients went through 3
randomized sessions: open administration of lidocaine, hidden
administration of lidocaine, and no treatment (Fig. 2).37,38 The
open vs hidden administration was made possible by a disinfec-
tion napkin, which is typically used in quantitative sensory testing
studies to disinfect the testing area. In the open condition,
lidocaine was applied to the disinfection napkin in full view of the
patients, and the patients were told: “The agent you have just
been given is known to powerfully reduce pain in some patients.”
In the hidden condition, lidocaine was applied to the disinfection
napkin without the patients’ knowledge and the patients were
told: “This is a control condition for the active medication.” In the
control condition, patients were not given any medication on the
disinfection napkin and they were told: “We will test your
response to different types of stimuli in order to get a better

Figure 1. Natural history of the pain (A), the placebo response (B), and the placebo effect (C).
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understanding of how (your) pain is processed.” In each session
or condition, the patients’ spontaneous pain levels were
measured and evoked pain like brush, wind-up-like pain, and
area of hyperalgesia were assessed.37,38

As long as patients experienced spontaneous pain levels of at
least 3 on a 0 to 10 numerical rating scale at the time of testing,
large and significant placebo effects were observed on ongoing
pain.37 Also large and significant placebo effects were seen on
wind-up-like pain37 and area of hyperalgesia38 (Figs. 3A–C and
4). Like findings on nociceptive and idiopathic pain, the effect
sizes of the placebo effects in neuropathic pain were above
a Cohen’s d of 0.8 (Cohen’s d 5 1.01, 1.63, and 2.01,
respectively).37

Interestingly, these findings show that placebo effects exert
inhibitory effects on 3 measures that are likely to be associated
with hyperalgesia and central sensitization: (1) maximum wind-
up-like pain intensity, (2) area of secondary hyperalgesia, and
(3) ongoing clinical pain.39–41 Previous studies have suggested
that wind-up and central sensitization are related to secondary
hyperalgesia40 and help maintain ongoing clinical pain.39–43

These results add to the increasing evidence that at least
some forms of placebo analgesia reflect antihyperalgesic
mechanisms.4,13,14,38

2.1.2. Nocebo effects

The magnitude of well-controlled nocebo hyperalgesic effects in
nociceptive and idiopathic pain is moderate to large as indicated
by Cohen’s d around 0.65 to 1.07.34 So far, only one study has
directly investigated well-controlled nocebo effects in neuro-
pathic pain.

In the study by Petersen et al.,37 patients with neuropathic
pain also received open and hidden administration of capsaicin
via the disinfection napkin in dosages that had previously been
shown to increase pain. A no-treatment control was also
included in the study. In the open condition, capsaicin was
administered to the disinfection napkin in full view of the
patients, who were told: “The agent you have just been given is
known to powerfully increase pain in some patients.” The
hidden and control condition followed the same procedure as

the placebo intervention (see above). No nocebo effects were
obtained in spontaneous pain or any of the evoked pain
measures. The lack of a nocebo effect in this study was
perhaps due to the intervention not being sufficiently negative
(eg, frightening, unpleasant) or painful (for further discussion
see below). It should, however, be noted that in the few studies
investigating the nocebo effect in chronic pain patients in
a hospital setting the nocebo effect has also been non-
significant.13,37,44 Whether this is due to methodological issues
or to patients generally not feeling frightened in a well-defined
test setting at a hospital has yet to be elucidated. Still, adverse
events have consistently been reported in studies of chronic
pain patients, including patients with neuropathic pain,31,33

and although these studies are not controlled for the natural
history of the pain, they indicate that negative outcomes are
indeed likely to contribute to the overall treatment outcome.

2.2. The contribution of psychological factors

2.2.1. Placebo effects

Expected pain levels and emotional feelings, such as reduced
anxiety and the experience of relief (reward), have been shown to
contribute to placebo effects in nociceptive and idiopathic pain
conditions.4,14,45–49 In the neuropathic placebo mechanisms
studies outlined above, patients’ expected pain levels and
emotional feelings were assessed immediately after the disinfec-
tion napkin was applied and before the potential administration of
lidocaine had taken effect.37,38 In the second study,37 measures
of expected pain levels were specifically targeted at each pain
measure by asking: “What do you expect your pain level to be” in
relation to spontaneouspain andeachof theevokedpainmeasures
(brush, pinprick, area of hyperalgesia, wind-up-like pain). With
respect to the area of hyperalgesia, patients were asked: “Do you
expect your area of hyperalgesia to be the same, larger, or smaller
than before (ie, compared with baseline).” Patients were also asked
to rate the intensity of emotional feelingsona0 to 10 visual analogue
scale and to qualitatively describe these emotions.50

The placebo effects on spontaneous pain, areas of hyper-
algesia, and wind-up-like pain were related to the expected pain

Figure 2. Design.
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levels that accounted for between 24% and 53% of the variance
in pain levels following the open administration of lidocaine.37

Also, patients reported a much higher intensity of positive (6.97)
than negative emotions (0.34) following the open administration
of lidocaine (Fig. 5A), and in general, they expressed “Hope that
the cream will bring relief.”

2.2.2. Nocebo effects

Expected pain levels and increase in negative emotions like
anxiety have been associated with nocebo hyperalgesic effects in
nociceptive pain conditions.28,51,52 In the well-controlled study of
nocebo effects in neuropathic pain outlined above, expectations
and emotional feelings were also measured. During the nocebo
intervention (open capsaicin), patients reported a similar intensity
of negative (3.3) and positive (3.2) emotional feelings (Fig. 5B).
Hence, patients reported higher intensity of negative emotional
feelings during the nocebo intervention compared to the placebo
intervention, but the intensity of positive emotional feelings was
still high during the nocebo intervention, which may indicate that
the nocebo intervention was not sufficiently adversive for patients
to develop negative emotional feelings and thereby experience
nocebo effects.

Overall, patients’ expectations and emotional feelings during
the nocebo intervention were different from those observed
during the placebo intervention, where patients expected lower
pain levels and high levels of positive and low levels of negative
emotional feelings. These finding are consistent with the literature
on nociceptive and idiopathic placebo and nocebo effects,
indicating that placebo and nocebo interventions are related to
different psychological profiles. This further emphasizes that
psychological factors contribute to placebo and nocebo effects in
neuropathic pain. Also, it illustrates that patients’ expectations of
a treatment effect are not neutral but embedded in emotional
feelings that may be especially important to consider when
treating patients with chronic pain.

2.3. The contribution of neurobiological and genetic factors

2.3.1. Placebo effects

In nociceptive and idiopathic pain, expected pain intensity and
emotional feelings of relief (reward) have been related to the
placebo analgesia effect4,45–49 and to enhanced or altered
activity in areas of the brain known to be involved in reward or
aversion, emotion, and classical descending pain inhibitory
pathways.53–56 The latter includes core rACC-amygdala-PAG-
rostroventral medulla–spinal cord connection, and one study
has directly shown reduced neural activity in the spinal cord
during placebo analgesia in nociceptive pain.57 The neurobi-
ological mechanisms underlying placebo effects in neuropathic
pain have still to be elucidated. Although the antihyperalgesic
placebo effects in neuropathic pain (cf section 2.1.1.) could be
mediated by several possible mechanisms, an efficient one
might include inhibition of dorsal horn neurons that are
sensitized.37

Even though the pathophysiology of neuropathic pain is
distinct from nociceptive and idiopathic pain, opioid and
dopamine signaling represent key overlapping molecular
pathways involved in pain relief.58 In neuroimaging studies of
brain activity during placebo-induced analgesia, the expecta-
tion of benefit has been shown to activate opioid and dopamine
neurotransmission in brain regions associated with pain,
reward, and affect, including the prefrontal cortex, rostral
anterior cingulate, insula, nucleus accumbens, amygdala,
thalamus, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray.59–61 The
magnitude of these changes in neurotransmission has been
correlated with level of placebo analgesia reported. The
magnitude of the placebo analgesia effect is highly variable
(cf above), and unsurprisingly genetic variation in opioid and
dopamine metabolic and regulatory genes has been shown to
modify the placebo effect in nociceptive and idiopathic pain.62

Figure 3. Placebo effect on (A) ongoing pain, (B) wind-up-like pain, and (C)
area of hyperalgesia.
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Interestingly, the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene
that was shown to be associated with nociceptive63 and
neuropathic pain sensitivity64,65 is emerging as a locus in placebo
genetics. The COMT metabolizes and thus regulates the activity
of catecholamine neurotransmitters epinephrine, norepinephrine,
and dopamine. The well-studied COMT val158met polymor-
phism that modifies the activity of COMT and inversely the levels
of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex66 has been shown to modify
the placebo effect in idiopathic67 and nociceptive pain.68

Likewise genetic variation in the genes encoding the mu-opioid
receptor (OPRM1)69 and fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH),70 an
enzyme that degrades endocannabinoids, was also shown to be
associated with changes in analgesia and more positive affective
states after placebo treatment.

Further insights into the mechanisms underlying placebo
effects in pain come from the pharmacological effect of drugs
that interact with the neurotransmitters involved in the molecular
placebo pathway. The dopaminergic antagonist haloperidol did
not block the placebo analgesia effect in nociceptive pain in
a recent study.71 Yet, the mu-opioid receptor antagonist
naloxone has been shown to block placebo-induced analgesia
in nociceptive pain.8,28,72 Cholecystokinin (CCK) blocks opioid
signaling, and theCCKantagonist proglumide has been shown to
enhance placebo-induced analgesia. The endocannabinoid
antagonist remifentanil was shown to block non-opioid–mediated
placebo effects, thereby indicating that the endocannabinoid
system may also be involved in placebo analgesia effects in
nociceptive pain.73,74

Recent studies have examined the effect of neuropeptides
oxytocin and vasopressin on placebo analgesia in nociceptive
pain. Intranasally administered oxytocin was shown to enhance
placebo analgesia.75 The authors speculate that oxytocin effects
on empathy and trust may have enhanced the believability of the
study physician although its anxiolytic effects could have
increased response to the placebo treatment. These findings
are in agreement with studies showing that psychological traits,
such as empathy, dispositional optimism, and altruism, may be
linked to placebo effects.76 Another study found that vasopressin
(a neuropeptide involved in regulating water retention and arterial
blood flow) as well as social cues and interpersonal interactions
enhanced placebo analgesia.77 Still, the involvement of these
neurotransmitter systems in neuropathic placebo effects has yet
to be investigated.

2.3.2. Nocebo effects

In nociceptive pain, brain imaging studies have shown increased
activity in pain-processing areas during nocebo hyperalge-
sia,3,52,78 and neurotransmitter studies have documented release
of the opioid agonist CCK during nocebo hyperalgesia.2,79 A
recent genetic study furthermore found that genetic variation in
COMT also influenced nocebo and complaint reporting such that
the COMT high-activity homozygotes, which were the placebo
nonresponders, tended to be more sensitive to nocebo80 and
reported more complaints.81 Thus, also at the neural level,
nocebo hyperalgesia effects seem to exert effects opposite to
placebo analgesia.

Figure 4. Picture of the placebo effect on area of hyperalgesia.

Figure 5. Emotional feelings in (A) placebo and (B) nocebo conditions.
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3. Discussion

3.1. The magnitude of the placebo response in randomized
controlled trials

The apparent increase in the magnitude of the placebo
response in nociceptive and neuropathic pain trials22 has led
to a renewed focus on the placebo response and on assay
sensitivity, ie, the ability of a clinical trial to distinguish an
effective treatment from a less effective or ineffective treat-
ment.23 One of the basic assumptions in RCTs is the additivity
assumption, where the effect of the placebo agent and the
effect of the active agent are assumed to be additive. In other
words, the efficacy of the active medication can be deduced by
subtracting the pain outcome in the placebo arm from the
active treatment arm. Recent studies and meta-analyses have
challenged the additivity assumption in so far as the drug effect
plus the placebo effect may be larger than the total treatment
effect, especially for high placebo responders.62,82,83 One
strategy to reduce the placebo response is to eliminate placebo
responders by enriched design or placebo run in phases.24

Although the studies were designed to minimize the placebo
response, they did not always do so.24,84 Furthermore, some
studies suggest that participants with the highest drug re-
sponse also tend to have the highest placebo response.85

Hence, eliminating the placebo response may not be the
optimum solution for improving RCTs.

3.2. Prediction of the placebo response

Alternatively, knowledge of the psychological, neurobiological,
and genetic factors that influence the magnitude of well-
controlled placebo effects may guide the development of new
strategies to manage this problem in RCTs. From the placebo
literature, it is well-known that expected pain levels and
emotional feelings influence the placebo effect, but in RCTs,
these factors are typically not addressed. Still, based on the
design of the clinical trial, it maybe possible to propose potential
expectancy predictors of the placebo response, such as
information about the type of active medication being tested
(opioid vs non-opioid), randomization ratio (1:1 vs 4:1), and
number and quality of interactions with the health care provider;
assuming that opioid treatment, a higher randomization ratio
of active over placebo and a higher number of interactions with the
health care provider would lead to higher expectations of treatment
efficacy and hence a higher placebo response.26,31,86–90 Such an
approach has been examined in a meta-analysis of individual
placebodata from2017patients suffering fromchronic nociceptive
pain participating in trials sponsored by the pharmaceutical
industry (see futher details in Ref. 91). Opioid trials and high
number of face-to-face visits was found to be related to
a higher placebo response, thereby supporting the expectancy
hypothesis. Higher randomization ratio in favor of active
over placebo was, however, not related to larger placebo
responses.91

In general, explorative analyses testing if patient and study
characteristics predicted the placebo response found no
support for such an association.91 This is consistent with the
variability in the placebo effect and with the importance of
assessing specific expectations and emotional feelings. In
other words, placebo responding does not seem to be easily
explained by for example a “placebo responder personality” or
single study designs. Yet, in the explorative analysis, higher
baseline pain intensity, age, long washout periods, and
discontinuation due to adverse events were significantly related

to a higher placebo response. The findings in relation to
baseline pain levels indicate that high placebo responses may
at least in part be due to regression to the mean and other
factors that are unrelated to placebo effects controlled for the
natural history of pain (cf above). The finding on adverse events
is interesting because it suggest that patients who discontinue
due to adverse events may think they have received the active
agent. It is well-known that patients experience adverse events
in the placebo arm of a trial even though typically to a lower
extent than in the active arm.33 Although most RCTs are set up
to be double blind, they are often unblinded by, for example, the
experience of adverse events,24,91 so to understand the factors
that influence the placebo response of a trial, it will be important
to test patients’ specific expectations and to test whether the
trial was indeed double blind. This can be done by asking
patients about their expected pain levels and by asking them
which treatment they believe they have received. Such an
approach may be helpful in understanding and predicting the
magnitude of the placebo response in nociceptive and
neuropathic pain conditions in order to understand the
magnitude of the response that is due to placebo factors as
opposed to confounding factors like spontaneous remission.

In addition, the potential for placebo gene–drug interactions is
an important consideration in evaluating the placebo response in
neuropathic pain because it raises the possibility that other drugs
which target the neurotransmitter pathways involved in pain may
also influence the component of the drug response that is
attributed to the placebo response.62 Furthermore, this compo-
nent of the drug response attributed to the placebo responsemay
not always be additive and may vary as a function of individual
genotype.

4. Summary

Large placebo analgesia effects exist in neuropathic pain
(Cohen’s d . 0.8), and knowledge of the underlying mecha-
nisms may help improve overall treatment outcome in clinical
practice and potentially improve the information that can be
obtained from RCTs. First, by including a no-treatment
condition in RCTs, it will be possible to differentiate between
the changes in pain levels that are due to the placebo
phenomenon and the changes that arise from confounding
factors, such as regression to themean. Ethical challengesmay
be met by subsequently offering the no-treatment control
group the active treatment under study, ie, a wait-list control.
Second, by adding 2 simple questions to RCTs: (1) What do you
expect your pain levels to be? (2) Which treatment do you think
that you received (active or placebo)? it may be possible to test
to what extent blinding is maintained and it may also be
possible to explain the variance of the placebo response to
a higher extent. Third, by genotyping patients it may be possible
to better understand how the pain condition and gene–drug
interaction may influence placebo and treatment responses.
Ultimately, knowledge of placebo mechanisms may help
improve the approval of new analgesics and optimize the
treatment of patients in clinical practice.
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